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Background

• Isolated interacting elements effect
= learning elements are presented in isolation without

indicating the manner in which they interact before
presenting the full interacting material (e.g. Sweller, 2010)

– is superior to presenting the full interacting material twice
(Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Ayres, 2006)

– has been compared or interpreted as
• pre-training effect (Mayer, Mathias & Wetzell, 2002; Clarke, Ayres & Sweller, 2005)

• simple-to-complex sequencing (van Merriënboer, Kester & Paas, 2006)

• molar-modular effects (Gerjets, Scheiter & Catrambone, 2006)

• the use of subgoals (Catrambone, 1998)



Aim

• What would happen if the interacting material was
presented first, the single elements after?

• Is the order “elements before whole” important?
• Can isolated interacting elements effect  be obtained

even when the order is “whole before elements”?

• Hypothesis: “elements before whole” is better than
“whole before elements” presentation



Previous experiment
(Bellec & Tricot, 2010)

• 48 students of three technical colleges
– had to learn the mechanisms of thermal regulation (6 elements, 5

variables)
– randomly assigned to two multimedia presentations

(a) elements were presented before the whole interacting system
(b) the whole interacting system was presented before the elements.

– pre-test / post-test and transfer problem
– No differences, small gain.

– Elements not enough isolated, material not enough
controlled?
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Adding one condition

• c) elements first, where the elements were presented in a
much more isolated way

• 21 participants

• Isolation of elements has an important effect on learning
• The order “elements before whole” vs “whole before

elements” has no effect
• We need to control much more the interactions and elements

presentations
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New experiment

• 32 students from a technical college randomly
assigned to one version of the same multimedia
materials (8 pages) about digital music recording (4
variables; 3 interactions between them)
– the order of interactions presentation was strictly

controlled
(a) elements before whole version: each variable with no interaction,

then each variable interacting with one other, then 3, then 4
(b) whole before elements version: reverse order

– pre-test one week before the experiment. Post-test (same
as pre-test) after learning



Example



Page 7, “elements before whole” version
Quality of recording as an interaction between 3 variables



Becomes page 2, in the “whole before
elements” version



Results

• This time a HUGE learning gain
• But still no differences between the two

conditions
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Discussion

• The two experiments => no difference between
“elements before whole” and “whole before
elements” presentations, even if:
– Exp.1: small learning effect
– Exp.2: big learning effect

• Order seems to have a no role with our material
• It seems possible to hypothesize that isolated

interacting elements effect is actually linked to
isolation and not to the presentation order



Following experiments

• Investigating the isolated interacting elements
effect by comparing not only presentations of
“isolated elements before the whole” to
“whole system presented twice”, but
(1) with presentations where the whole is presented

before the isolated elements
(2) with presentations where elements are presented

in moderately interacting way before and/or after
the whole


